2020 Toyota RAV4 Hybrid XLE AWD with XSE
Accessories

British Columbia

November 21, 2019

Interior Accessories
Universal Tablet Holder
$111.74
The Universal tablet holder is compatible with virtually all multimedia devices.
It holds your tablet, phone, music, or video player in place. The Universal
tablet holder is intended for passengers only. Drivers should always be sure to
obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road traffic conditions at all
times.

Toyota Genuine Dash Camera
$658.26
The Toyota Genuine Dash Camera is designed to provide a safe and
memorable driving experience in your Toyota vehicle. Safely record the ongoings of the open road while keeping your eyes on the road. Never miss a
moment in motion; capture it! The Toyota Genuine Dash Camera will also
allow you to record the surroundings of your vehicle while it is parked.

Cargo Liner
$177.35
The Cargo Liner provides full protection to the rear cargo area, even when the
2nd row seats are folded down. Featuring an innovative split design, the Cargo
Liner provides maximum protection for your cargo area, as well as the back of
the rear seats. It also features an anti-slip surface to keep your valuables
stable, as well as a raised perimeter lip that helps keep spills limited to the
Cargo Liner area.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not
include taxes.
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Exterior Accessories
Side Window Deflectors
$306.77
These Toyota Genuine Side Window Deflectors are aerodynamically shaped to
minimize wind noise and buffering when driving with open windows. The
deflectors have a low profile design with flawless integration and maintain a
sleek look. Owners can breathe in the fresh air without having to worry about
wind, rain or the cold Canadian snow.

Premium Plug-In Block Heater - Optional 10m
Home Power Cable
$100.00
Optional 10m Home Power Cable. This cable can be purchased instead of or in
addition to the standard 2.5m Home Power Cable (PK5A4-89J40)

Premium Plug-In Block Heater
$399.54
This custom-designed Block Heater not only warms your vehicle up quicker,
but also reduces engine strain and wear. The system also helps to save fuel
and battery power during startups, and the strain relief electrical cord reduces
cord damage.

Towing Hitch Ball 1 7/8" - 2,000 lbs
$32.35
The Toyota Towing Hitch Ball is designed and tested to meet your Toyota's
towing specification and quality standards.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not
include taxes.
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Premium Plug-In Block Heater - Optional 5.0m
Home Power Cable
$65.00
Optional 5.0m Home Power Cable. This cable can be purchased instead of or
in addition to the standard 2.5m Home Power Cable (PK5A4-89J40)

Door Handle Protection – Set of four
$87.27
This clear film contours seamlessly to the vehicle’s door cup. Virtually
unnoticeable, this film offers UV protection, helps to prevent yellowing and
assists with maintaining a like-new appearance

LED Fog Light Kit - Chrome
$585.16
High-performance LED Fog Lights enhance visibility and peace of mind in bad
weather and darkness. The kit provides brighter light with higher lumen
output, as well as an extra wide coverage angle for increased visibility of
vehicle surroundings.

Hood Deflector
$231.77
Made from thick high-grade tinted acrylic, the Hood Deflector offers high
impact resistance and reduces the potential damage to your hood from road
debris. The stylish wraparound design complements the vehicle’s appearance
while providing extra side protection.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not
include taxes.
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Towing Hitch Ball 2"
$32.35
The Toyota Towing Hitch Ball is designed and tested to meet your Toyota's
towing specification and quality standards.

Running Boards
$730.16
Not only do Running Boards assist with entering a vehicle, they also help
protect the lower body from road debris. The Running Boards feature a skidresistant surface to help ensure secure footing, as well as fitting end caps for
an integrated look and finish.

LED Fog Light Kit -Black
$585.16
High-performance LED Fog Lights enhance visibility and peace of mind in bad
weather and darkness. The kit provides brighter light with higher lumen
output, as well as an extra wide coverage angle for increased visibility of
vehicle surroundings.

Towing Hitch (2" Receiver), Ball Platform & Wire
Harness
$950.77
This Towing Hitch system is specifically manufactured for the RAV4, and has
been engineered to obtain the vehicle's safest maximum tow rating. For ease
of use, the Towing Hitch Platform has been custom designed to accommodate
the height of the vehicle with conventional towing. All Toyota Hitch Systems
are e-coated and powder coated to prevent rust and corrosion and they are
designed to meet or exceed all industry towing standards. The Towing Hitch
Wire Harness (4-pin flat connector) features high-quality plug-in connectors
specific to RAV4 that fulfill all the electrical needs required for towing.
Additionally, to ensure seamless taillight and turn signal operation, the
harness features an independent electronic module that safely integrates with
the RAV4’s electrical system. Please note: modification of the rear bumper is
required for the RAV4 Towing Hitch accessory. Please consult with your dealer
for further details.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not
include taxes.
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Pro Series Paint Protection Film
$448.54
Guard your vehicle from weathering, UV radiation and road debris that can
chip and scratch the finish with 3M Pro Series Genuine Toyota Paint Protection
Film. This durable and nearly invisible thermoplastic urethane is designed to
protect the hood and front fenders to maintain a like-new appearance.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not
include taxes.
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